PLAY for Good
Promoting the empowering and healing benefits of PLAY!

The PLAY for Good initiative works with our partners to place multi-player touch-tables in children’s hospitals and youth centers to support collaborative play.

- Multi-player, multi-touch table for children and adults.
- Over 15 collaborative and educational children’s games.
- Waterproof, shockproof and a 3-year warranty

**Starting at only $5,950 with an 8-game children’s bundle.**
For every four tables purchased by an organization, PLAY for Good will donate one additional table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promote Content</th>
<th>Use branded content opportunities on the touch-table to secure sponsorship revenue as part of your non-profit fundraising program.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Additional Game Packs | Offer more games with additional Game Packs:  
  - 4 games for $400  
  - 8 games for $800 |

**CONTACT US TODAY**

(202) 621-0629
playforgood@after-mouse.com
We offer 18 multi-player, multi-touch children’s games already enjoyed around the world by leading hotels, resorts, restaurants, media companies, libraries & hospitals.

Let the playing begin!

**Curling’Touch**

Curling’Touch is an interactive version of shuffleboard for one or two players, played by flicking pucks at a center target.

**Paint’Touch**

Paint’Touch is a multi-user ‘edutainment’ game for kids to draw, color, and paint with their fingers as many times as they wish.

**AirHockey’Touch**

AirHockey’Touch is an adaptation of the classic family favorite, enabling 2 players to take shots and defend their goal.

**Pong’Touch**

Pong’Touch is an adaptation of the famous arcade game, where up to 4 players pass and deflect balls around the virtual table.

**Race’Touch**

Race’Touch allows up to 4 players to compete simultaneously on a virtual race track.

**Numbers’Touch**

Test math skills with Numbers’Touch, an educational game to practice basic addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Sudoku Touch

Sudoku is a logic game where up to four players to fill a 9×9 grid with digits to fit an appropriate number within each given column.

Tic Tac Toe Touch

Tic Tac Toe is a tactical game for 2 players choose X or O and take turns marking the spaces in a 3×3 grid.

Match Touch

Match Touch is an educational game to test quick thinking and general knowledge across several categories.

Puzzle Touch

Puzzle Touch is a digital jigsaw puzzle to help foster logic and organizational skills. An image is chosen from one of several categories and is then turned into a jigsaw on screen.

Words Touch

Words Touch is a multi-user educational game to help children practice spelling, organization, and gain confidence in their vocabulary.

Quiz Touch

Quiz Touch is a brain teaser game, where up to 4 players or teams to compete in answering a series of questions that you create.
Shuffle’Touch is a quick thinking word game where players form words from a limited selection of letters within the time limit.

Shapes’Touch is an educational game that fosters quick thinking and organizational skills with colors, sizes, and shapes.

Snap’Touch is a fun new take on the classic game of memory match. Snap’Touch is a series of paired images facedown in random order, with one unique image that does not match the others.

Planet’Touch teaches children how to preserve the environment and raise their awareness of sustainable development.

Balloons’Touch is a fast paced competitive game played between 2 and 4 players. Each player takes a side of the screen and is marked with a particular color.

Each half of the domino is a number represented by 1 to 6 dots. Players begin with 7 dominos.